REPORT

Event ID: ICVNB – 2020

EVENT / ACTIVITY NAME
E-QUIZ ON SOFT SKILLS

RESOURCE PERSON / ORGANISER
DR. S. Abdullah Shah

DATE : From: 27/05/2020 To 30/05/2020

Number of Participants : 1014

OBJECTIVES OF THE EVENT / ACTIVITY (Max. 700 words)
The main objective of the event is to create awareness on the importance of soft skills among the student and the teacher community. This quiz will motivate the participants to gain more knowledge on soft skills and practice them in their personal and professional life.
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Dear All,

Greetings from
PG & Research Department of English,
Islamia College (Autonomous)
Vaniyambadi - TN

We are glad to invite you to participate in "E-Quiz on SOFT SKILLS."

Signature of the Organizer

Principal
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